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It is proven that the rotation of the spin of a polarized neutron is accompanied by a net nuclear
force upon it. This force arises from the weak nuclear self-interaction of its constituent quarks,
whose chiral nature induces the transfer of a net momentum to the fields of Z and W-bosons. This
effect is linear in Fermi’s constant. As a result, it is estimated that along the spin-flip of a polarized
neutron its velocity undergoes a variation of the order of meters per second.

I. INTRODUCTION

The weak nuclear interaction of the Standard Model is
chiral [1–3]. This implies that its Hamiltonian is not par-
ity invariant, which manifests in the preferential coupling
of left-handed particles to right-handed antiparticles. In
turn, that results in a net alignment between the spins
and the momenta of the hadrons and the leptons which
participate in the interaction. It explains, for instance,
the celebrated experiment of Wu et al. [4] on the beta de-
cay of polarized Co60 nuclei, where left-handed electrons
are preferably emitted in the direction opposite to the
spins of the nuclei [5]. Parity violation in the electroweak
(EW) interaction can be also tested through kinematical
effects in the scattering of leptons with hadrons. This is
the case of polarized electron scattering [6], where the
EW parameters and the hadron structure are probed
through the small asymmetry in the scattering cross-
section of electrons with opposite helicities. Along these
lines, the aims of this article are twofold. From a funda-
mental perspective we will prove that the weak nuclear
self-interaction of a polarized neutron may generate a net
force upon it, transferring an equivalent linear momen-
tum to virtual bosons. From a practical perspective we
will show that this force has macroscopic kinematical ef-
fects, since it is linear in GF , causing a variation on the
neutron velocity of the order of meters per second. Inci-
dentally, the dependence of this estimate on the hadron
structure makes it suitable for probing hadronic features,
like the spin structure of nucleons, with low-energy ex-
perimental techniques.

Homogeneity of space and translation invariance of the
vacuum state of any quantum field theory imply that
the net momentum of vacuum field fluctuations vanishes
identically. However, when field fluctuations couple to
current fluctuations through a Hamiltonian which vio-
lates both parity and time-reversal, it is symmetry al-
lowed for the field fluctuations to carry a net linear mo-
mentum. In virtue of total momentum conservation, the
currents must gain a kinetic momentum of equal strength
in the opposite direction. The possibility that a net mo-
mentum could be carried by vacuum field fluctuations
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was first envisaged by A. Feigel in a magnetoelectric
medium [7, 8]. Using a semiclassical approach he showed
that, in crossed electric and magnetic fields, E ⊥ B, the
medium generates a magnetoelectric birefringence along
E ×B. As a result, the momenta carried by the modes
of the quantum electromagnetic (EM) field propagating
parallel and antiparallel to E × B do not cancel each
other and, in virtue of total momentum conservation, a
momentum equivalent to their difference is transferred
to the magnetoelectric medium in the opposite direc-
tion. Later, B. van-Tiggelen and collaborators, using
a fully QED approach, have computed the momentum
gained by a hydrogen atom in crossed electric and mag-
netic fields [9], and the momentum of a chiral molecule
in a magnetic field [10]. In the former case parity and
time-reversal are broken by the electric and the magnetic
fields, respectively, while in the latter parity is broken by
the chiral distribution of the ligands around the active
ion of the chiral molecule. It was found in Ref.[11] that,
in its major part, the acceleration of the chiral molecule
is accompanied by a net EM momentum which arises
from the crossed electric and magnetic fields sourced by
the charges and the helical currents within the chiral
molecule. In either case, the kinetic momenta gained
by atoms and molecules were found to be too small to be
experimentally observed.

Further, it has been proved in Ref.[12] that an anal-
ogous phenomenon may take place in nuclear physics,
where the EW Hamiltonian itself is not parity invariant.
Using the Fermi four-fermion interaction, it was shown
that an unpolarized proton in a magnetic field acceler-
ates along the magnetic field, transferring an equivalent
momentum to virtual positrons and neutrinos. The ex-
planation given in Ref.[12] is analogous to that which
explains the directionality of the beta decay, but for the
fact that the leptons in Ref.[12] are virtual instead of ac-
tual particles. The velocity of the proton computed that
way happens to be of order G2

F , thus too small to be de-
tected. The reason for this was the inappropriate use of
the Fermi interaction in a process that, in contrast to the
beta decay, is not resonant and does not produce actual
leptons. Hence, the estimate in Ref.[12] is not the leading
order one but a second order correction.

In this article we use the gauge theory of EW inter-
actions and prove that, throughout the spin-flip of a po-
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larised neutron, a net internal force accelerates it. This
force arises from the weak nuclear self-interaction of the
constituent or valence quarks. In virtue of total mo-
mentum conservation, an equivalent linear momentum
is transferred to virtual Z and W-bosons. Using two sim-
ple models of hadron confinement, namely, the MIT-bag
model and the harmonic oscillator model, we estimate
a velocity variation of the order of meters per second
along the spin direction. If confirmed experimentally, this
finding would prove the existence of net self-interaction
forces and the transfer of momentum to virtual particles,
and would open up the possibility of probing the hadron
structure with low-energy techniques.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

For simplicity and without much loss of generality, let
us consider the Lagrangian of a neutron as the sum of the
Lagrangians of its three valence or constituent quarks,
two down and one up, which are bound by some effective
QCD confinement potential, VQCD, and are minimally
coupled to the EW bosons,

L =

3∑
j=1

∫
d3rj

[
Ψ̄j

(
iγµDj

µ −mjI
)
Ψj −

3∑
k<j

∫
d3rk

×Ψ†
jΨkVQCD(rj − rk)Ψ

†
kΨj

]
. (1)

In this equation, given in natural units, Ψ denotes a
generic isospin doublet, Ψj =

(
ψu
j (t, rj) ψ

d
j (t, rj)

)
, and

Dj
µ is the covariant derivative operator upon quark j. In

terms of the EW gauge fields it reads,

Dj
µ = ∂jµIiso − ie Aµ(rj)Q− igZµ(rj)

2 cos θW

[
I
(
τ3 − 2 sin2 θWQ

)
− γ5τ3

]
− ig√

2

[
W+

µ (rj)
I− γ5

2
(τ1 + iτ2) + h.c.

]
, (2)

where Iiso, Q and τi are two-by-two matrices acting on the
isospin indices, namely, the identity, the electric charge
operator and the isospin generators, respectively; I and

γ5 act on the four-spinor components of ψu,d
j ; and e,

g/(2 cos θW ), g/
√
2 are the coupling constants of A, Z

and W gauge fields, respectively, with θW the weak mix-
ing angle.

As for the confinement potential, without much loss
of generality and for numerical estimations we will con-
sider two simple models. These are, the MIT-bag model
for valence and ultrarelativistic quarks [13], and the
harmonic-oscillator model for constituent and nonrela-
tivistic quarks [14] –see appendix A for further details.
In the MIT-bag the three quarks are massless and are
confined within a static spherical cavity of radius Rn by
means of boundary conditions at the surface. These con-
ditions prevent the current flow through the surface and
impose the balance between the outwards pressure of the
quarks and the inward QCD vacuum pressure. As for the

nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator, all the quarks have
an equivalent mass m and interact pairwise through har-
monic potentials of equivalent natural frequencies.
In the remainder of this article we will work in the

Hamiltonian formalism in Schrödinger’s picture. Thus,
we identify the non-perturbative Hamiltonians with those
of the neutron quarks and the free boson fields. As for
the former, it can be derived from Eq.(1),

Hn =

3∑
j=1

∫
d3rj

[ ∑
f=u,d

ψ̄f
j

(
−iγm∂jm +mj

)
ψf
j +

3∑
k<j

∫
d3rk

×
∑

f̃=u,d

ψf†
j ψf̃

kVQCD(rj − rk)ψ
f̃†
k ψf

j

]
. (3)

As for the free EW bosons, the gauge fields Aµ, Zµ and
W±

µ that we will denote generically by Vµ can be decom-
posed in sums over normal modes of wave vector q, po-

larization λ, creation/annihilation operators a
λ(,†)
V,q , and

energy EV
q =

√
q2 +M2

V , with MV being the mass [3].
Hence, the Hamiltonian of free bosons reads

HV
F =

∑
q,λ

EV
q a

λ,†
V,qa

λ
V,q, V = {A,Z,W±}. (4)

The Hamiltonian densities of the interactions between
quarks and EW bosons can be read from the minimal
coupling term of Eq.(1) together with Eq.(2),

WEM = e

3∑
i=1

ji,µEMAµ(ri), Wnc =
g

2 cos θW

3∑
i=1

ji,µnc Zµ(ri),

Wcc =
g√
2

3∑
i=1

ji,µcc W
+
µ (ri) + h.c. (5)

In these equations ji,µEM is the neutral and parity-invariant

EM current density of quark i, ji,µEM = quψ̄
u
i γ

µψu
i +

qdψ̄
d
i γ

µψd
i , where qu,d are the electric charges; ji,µnc =

ψ̄d
i γ

µ(gdvI − gdaγ5)ψ
d
i + ψ̄u

i γ
µ(guv I − guaγ5)ψ

u
i is the neu-

tral and chiral current, with gu,dv,a being the vector (v)

and axial (a) couplings; and ji,µcc = 1
2 ψ̄

d
i γ

µ(I − γ5)ψ
u
i is

the charged and chiral current.
The system of hadrons and EW bosons governed by the

Hamiltonians of Eqs.(3)-(5) possesses a conserved linear
momentum K which comprises the canonical conjugate
momentum of the three quarks bound in the neutron
and the transverse momenta of the EW bosons, K =
P+PA

⊥+PZ
⊥+PW

⊥ . The transverse momentum operator
of each boson V reads

PV
⊥ =

∑
q,λ

qaλ,†V,qa
λ
V,q, V = {A,Z,W±}, (6)

whereas the total conjugate momentum P is made of a ki-
netic momentum Pkin and the longitudinal momenta as-
sociated to the EW bosons, P = Pkin +PA

∥ +PZ
∥ +PW

∥
[15]. The expressions for the longitudinal momenta in
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terms of boson fields can be deduced from the spatial
components of the covariant derivative in Eq.(2). It
suffices to realize that, in the minimal coupling formal-
ism, the total conjugate and kinetic momentum operators
read P = −i

∑3
j=1 ∇

j , Pkin = −i
∑3

j=1 D
j , from which,

PA
∥ +PZ

∥ +PW
∥ = −i

3∑
j=1

(∇j −Dj). (7)

Therefore, conservation of total momentum K implies

∆⟨Pkin⟩ = −∆⟨PA
∥ +PZ

∥ +PW
∥ +PA

⊥ +PZ
⊥ +PW

⊥ ⟩. (8)

For future purposes we write the densities of Z and W
longitudinal momenta in terms of the quarks’ wavefunc-
tions [16],

PZ
∥ =

3∑
i=1

g

2 cos θW
ji0ncZ(ri),P

W
∥ =

3∑
i=1

g√
2
ji0ccW

+(ri)+h.c.

III. CALCULATION

Let us consider a free neutron initially polarized along
the −ẑ direction in the presence of an intense constant
magnetic field B0 = B0ẑ. The wavefunction of the neu-
tron, made of three quarks, must be totally antisym-
metric. For simplicity, let us consider that the neutron
spin results entirely from the addition of the spins of its
quarks. The color function is an antisymmetric SU(3)
singlet, ξcolor. In its ground state, the spatial wavefunc-
tion of each quark is an l = 0 function, and the spin-
flavour wavefunction must be symmetrized (S). All to-
gether, the ground state of a spin-down neutron can be
written as [1]

|n0↓⟩ =
ξcolor√

3

[
|d ↓ d ↑ u ↓⟩0S − 2|d ↓ d ↓ u ↑⟩0S

]
, (9)

and an equivalent expression holds for |n0↑⟩ but for the
inversion of all the quarks’ spins –cf. appendix B.

We aim at proving that, as the neutron spin is inverted,
a variation in the neutron kinetic momentum is induced
by its weak nuclear self-interaction. A simple manner to
reverse the spin consists of applying an additional mag-
netic field B1 much weaker than B0 which rotates at the
Larmor frequency ω0 = γnB0 in the xy plane, with γn
being the neutron gyromagnetic ratio and ω0 being typi-
cally a radiofrequency. This field makes the neutron spin
oscillate at frequency ω1 = γnB1, inverting its direction
in a time interval π/ω1 and absorbing one photon of fre-
quency ω0 –see appendix B.

Next, we compute the kinetic momentum gained by
the neutron throughout its spin-flip (sf), ∆⟨Psf

kin⟩. Since
the EM interaction is parity invariant, the transfer of EM
momentum is only caused by the absorption of an actual
photon of frequency ω0, which is negligibly small for ra-
diofrequencies. In contrast, the weak nuclear interaction

is chiral and its mediating Z and W-bosons are only vir-
tual, so in order for them to carry a net momentum it is
the weak self-interaction of the quarks that must provide
it. We will find that this is indeed the case along the di-
rection of the quarks’ spins, and that it is the dominant
contribution to Eq.(8). Hence, we may write

∆⟨Psf
kin⟩ ≃ ⟨n0↓|PZ

∥ +PZ
⊥ +PW

∥ +PW
⊥ |n0↓⟩

− ⟨n0↑|PZ
∥ +PZ

⊥ +PW
∥ +PW

⊥ |n0↑⟩. (10)

Finally, symmetry considerations imply that the two
terms on the right-hand-side of Eq.(10) have equivalent
strengths and opposite signs. Hence, it suffices to com-
pute any of them.

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of two of the processes
contributing to Eq.(11) for ⟨n0

↑|PW
∥ |n0

↑⟩ [(a)] and to Eq.(12)

for ⟨n0
↑|PZ

⊥|n0
↑⟩ [(b)]. Time runs along the vertical from t0 up

to the time of observation t at which the momentum operators
apply. Interaction vertices enter at the intermediate time τ .

The calculation of Eq.(10) can be performed adiabat-
ically, since the spin oscillation frequency, ω1, is much
smaller than the transition frequencies and decay rates
of the quantum intermediate processes. These frequen-
cies are the masses MZ,W and decay rates ΓW,Z of the
bosons, satisfying MZ,W ≫ ΓW,Z ≫ ω1 –cf. appendix C
for further explanations. Using time-dependent pertur-
bation theory, the longitudinal and transverse momenta
of Eq.(10) are computed at first and second order in
Wnc,cc, respectively. The diagrams in Fig.1 depict two
of the processes contributing to ⟨n0↑|PW

∥ |n0↑⟩ [(a)] and

⟨n0↑|PZ
⊥|n0↑⟩ [(b)]. In all the contributing intermediate

processes the spins of all the quarks are preserved by the
interaction with Z and W-bosons. Hence, the intermedi-
ate states {|I⟩} are spin-up protons |pI↑⟩ for ⟨PW

∥,⊥⟩ and

spin-up neutrons |nI↑⟩ for ⟨PZ
∥,⊥⟩.

Writing generically Vµ in the place of Zµ andWµ fields,
and keeping nonvanishing terms only, we obtain for the
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longitudinal momenta,

⟨n0↑|PV
∥ |n

0
↑⟩ = −2Re

∑
I

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
PV †

∥,I(x)
WI(y)

HV
F

〉
= −2g2V Re

∑
I

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
j0I (x)V

†(x)
V(y) · jI(y)

HV
F

〉
,

(11)

where gV is the coupling constant of each field, and
PV

∥,I(x) and WI(y) are the longitudinal momentum and
interaction potential densities, respectively, evaluated be-
tween |n0↑⟩ and the intermediate nucleon state |I⟩. They
have been rewritten after the second equality in terms of
the 0th-component of the chiral current j0I –i.e., the weak
charge density, and the transient chiral current jI(y)
which goes along the neutron spin. The big brackets
stand for the expectation value of the boson field opera-
tors in the vacuum. As for the transverse momenta, their
net contribution is

⟨n0↑|PV
⊥|n0↑⟩ =

∑
I

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
W†

I (x)

HV
F

PV
⊥
WI(y)

HV
F

〉

= 2g2V Re
∑
I

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
j0I (x)V

†
0 (x)

HV
F

PV
⊥
V(y) · jI(y)

HV
F

〉
.

(12)

Expanding the quadratic vacuum fluctuations of the
bosons in terms of normal modes and adding up Eqs.(11)
and (12), we arrive at (cf. appendix D)

⟨n0↑|PV
∥ +PV

⊥|n0↑⟩ = −g2V Re
∑
I

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

∫
d3q

(2π)3

× j0I (x)
eiq·(x−y)

q2 +M2
V

jI(y). (13)

From Eq.(13) together with Eq.(10) we interpret that the
variation of the kinetic momentum of a polarized neutron
results from the variation of the (self)interaction between
the transient weak charges j0I and chiral currents jI of its
constituent quarks. The Z and W-bosons which medi-
ate the interaction carry off an equivalent momentum in
the opposite direction. Since the chiral currents reverse
direction when the quarks’ spins are inverted, the spin-
flip of a neutron results in a net variation of its kinetic
momentum, and explains the equivalent contribution of
the two terms in Eq.(10). The finiteness of the calcu-
lation is guaranteed by the short-range of the weak nu-
clear forces. Hence, the momentum integral of Eq.(13)
scales as ∼ e−|x−y|MV /(xyMV ) –see appendix D for fur-
ther explanations. Also worth noting is that Eq.(13) is
the EW analog of the longitudinal momentum of the EM
field sourced by a chiral molecule, E×B, where the elec-
trostatic field is sourced by the electric charges and the
magnetic field is created by their helical currents [11].

Finally, considering that the major contribution from
intermediate states comes from the ground states, of neu-

trons for PZ
∥,⊥ and protons for PW

∥,⊥, the sum of the mo-

menta in Eq.(10) yields

∆⟨Psf
kin⟩ ≃ ẑ

−20πGF√
2R3

n

Fn, with (14)

Fn =

∫
dr̃ r̃2

[
F 2(r̃) +G2(r̃)

] [
F 2(r̃)− G2(r̃)

3

]
.

The factor Fn is a dimensionless integral which de-
pends on the upper and lower components of the quarks’

ground state wavefunction, ψ0,↑
u,d ≈

(
F (r̃)↑ G(r̃)↑

)
, with

r̃ = r/Rn. In particular, for the MIT-bag relativistic
model, the total variation of the neutron velocity along
the spin-flip is 13 m/s, while for the nonrelativistic har-
monic oscillator it is 7 m/s approximately.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

From a fundamental perspective, if this effect is veri-
fied experimentally, it would demonstrate the existence
of net internal forces in a system governed by chiral in-
teractions. The apparent contradiction with the action-
reaction principle is resolved by considering the momen-
tum transferred to the virtual bosons which mediate the
interaction. In this respect, net internal forces have also
been found theoretically in binary systems of excited
atoms [17]. However, the virtual character of the medi-
ating photons is there not clear since they are resonant.
In the present case, Z and W-bosons are undoubtedly
virtual.

Concerning the accuracy of our estimate and its de-
pendence on the hadron model, such a dependence en-
ters Eq.(14) through the spatial wavefunctions in Fn

only. That means that the energy spectrum of the nu-
cleons is irrelevant, as the energy intervals are negligible
in Eqs.(11), (12) in comparison to the boson energies in
the denominators. Therefore, any refinement upon our
simplified models of the sort of one-gluon-exchange po-
tentials, spin-spin couplings, etc. [18], would be relevant
in considering their impact in the quarks’ wavefunctions
only. More relevant is the spin structure of the neutron,
which has an impact in the spin-flavour functions of |n0↑,↓⟩
as well as in the orbital angular momentum of the spatial
wavefunctions in Fn. We have considered the simplest
wavefunction in Eq.(9), but from the advent of the spin
crisis [19] it is recognized that the total spin of nucle-
ons is not equal to the sum of the spins of the valence
quarks. In this respect, our finding may be used to probe
the hadronic structure and the angular momentum con-
tent of the nucleons, and as a test for hadron models.
Hence, the validity of our estimate for the velocity re-
duces to its orders of magnitude. More realistic models
for nucleons are needed to improve its accuracy [20]. Ul-
tracold neutron traps and neutron spectroscopy are the
experimental techniques proposed for its observation [21].
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Appendix A: Hadron confinement models

For simplicity, two effective models of hadron confinement have been considered in the article for the numerical
estimations, namely, that of the MIT-bag for valence and relativistic quarks [13], and the harmonic-oscillator model
for constituent and nonrelativistic quarks [14]. Formally, the only remarkable difference is that only the latter allows
for an explicit separation between internal and external degrees of freedom.

1. Relativistic MIT-bag model

In the MIT-bag model (B), the Lagrangian density of Ref.[13] for the three valence quarks bound in the neutron
is, in the massless approximation,

LB
0 =

3∑
j=1

[ i
2

(
ψ̄jγ

µ∂µψj −
(
∂µψ̄j

)
γµ∂µψj

)
−B

]
Θ(|rj −R| −Rn)−

1

2
ψ̄jψjδ(|rj −R| −Rn). (A1)

From this Lagrangian, one derives the Hamiltonian,

HB
n = −i

3∑
j=1

∫
d3rjψ̄jγ

k∂kψjΘ(|rj −R| −Rn), (A2)

together with the boundary conditions,

−iR̂n · γψj |∂Ωn = ψj |∂Ωn , R̂n ·∇(ψ̄jψj)|∂Ωn = −2B. (A3)

In the above equations the subscript j runs over the three valence quarks, with position vectors rj , R being the center
of the bag; {ψj = ψ(rj)} are Dirac spinors; Rn is the static radius of the spherical cavity with outwards unitary

vector R̂n at the surface ∂Ωn. The linear boundary condition in Eq.(A3) implies no current flow through the surface,
whereas the nonlinear one implies the balance between the outwards pressure of the quarks and the inward QCD
vacuum pressure B at the surface.

The components of the spinor eigenfunctions {ψ(rj)} can be split in upper and lower components, each one labeled
with four common numbers, n, κ, J and J3; and different orbital angular momentum numbers, l and l′.

ψ(r) =

 Fnκ(r)YJ,J3

l,1/2(r̂)

i Gnκ(r)YJ,J3

l′,1/2(r̂)

 = Nn,κ

 jl(En,κr)YJ,J3

l,1/2(r̂)

(−1)ηi jl′(En,κr)YJ,J3

l′,1/2(r̂)

 .

In these equations Nn,κ is a normalization constant, jl(′) are spherical Bessel functions, YJ,J3

l(′),1/2
are spinor spherical

harmonics, and we use a representation in which Dirac’s matrices are given by

γ0 =

(
I2 0
0 −I2

)
, γ5 =

(
0 I2
I2 0

)
, γi =

(
0 σi

−σi 0

)
.

En,κ is the n-eigenenergy value, i.e., the nth solution of a transcendental equation for certain eigenvalue κ of the
operator K = γ0(Σ · L + I) = γ0(Σ · J − I/2), which derives from the equations of the boundary coniditions. For
masseless quarks,

jl(En,κRn) = (−1)ηjl+1(En,κRn), with η = 0 for κ < 0, η = 1 for κ > 0. (A4)
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The number κ may take positive and negative values which depend on the total angular momentum J , κ = ±(J+1/2).
The orbital angular momenta are l = −(κ+ 1) and l′ = −κ for κ < 0; and l = κ, l′ = κ− 1 for κ > 0. In particular,
the wavefunctions of the first two levels with J = 1/2 and opposite parity (i.e., 1S1/2 and 1P1/2 states) are

ψs
1,−1(r) = N1,−1

 j0(E1,−1r) χs

i j1(E1,−1r)r̂ · σ χs

 , ψs
1,+1(r) = N1,+1

 j1(E1,+1r)r̂ · σ χs

−ij0(E1,+1r) χs

 ,

where χs are unit two-component spinors, s = + for spin-up ↑, and s = − for-spin down ↓; and the eigenenergies

are E1,−1 = 2.04/Rn, E1,+1 = 3.81/Rn. It is ψs
1,−1(rj) the one to be identified with ψ

0,sj
fj

for any valence quark j of

flavour fj and spin sj , in the wavefunction of the neutron ground state –see below.
Finally, in order to fit the nucleon radius for any combination of wavefunctions of the three valence quarks, one

requires the balance between the internal pressure exerted by the quarks and the external vacuum pressure, −B, at
the surface of the bag. This implies the boundary condition

dEtot
dr

|∂Ωn
=

d

dr

4π

3
Br3 +

3∑
j=1

EjRn/r − z0/r

∣∣∣
r=Rn

= 0, (A5)

where Ej is the energy of the wavefunction of quark j and z0 is a numerical parameter of value 1.5 approximately
which weights the contribution of an additional QCD vacuum energy needed to fit the mass spectrum together with
the value of B1/4 ≈ 145MeV [2, 22]. Note that the normalization constants Nn,κ of each quark’s wavefunction depend
on the radius of the whole nucleus computed this way.

2. Nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator model

As for the nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator (HO) model, its Hamiltonian is

HHO
n =

3∑
j=1

∫
d3rjψ

†
j

[
−∇2

2m
+
mω2

4

3∑
k<j

∫
d3rk

× ψ†
k|rj − rk|2ψk

]
ψj , (A6)

where the masses m and the oscillator frequencies ω are equivalent for the three constituent quarks [24]. In the
nonrelativistic limit, the lower component of the Dirac spinors is negligible, and the spin-space eigenfunctions of the
quarks can be approximated by tensor products of complex scalar functions and two-component spinors. Further,
the above Hamiltonian is separable in terms of Jacobi’s coordinates. The EW interactions take place at the location
of one of the constituent quarks at a time. We refer to it as active quark and denote its position vector by rA.
The positions of the remaining quarks, i.e., the spectators, will be denoted by r1, r2 in the laboratory frame. Their
corresponding conjugate momenta are pA, p1 and p2, respectively. The Jacobi position vectors and corresponding
conjugate momenta read [12, 23],

R =
r1 + r2 + rA

3
, rρ = r2 − r1, rλ = rA − r1 + r2

2
,

p = p1 + p2 + pA, pρ =
p2 − p1

2
, pλ =

2pA − p1 − p2

3
,

where R is the centre of mass of the nucleon and p its conjugate momentum. As for the active quark, its position
vector rA reads, in terms of Jacobi’s coordinates, rA = R + 2rλ/3. In terms of Jacobi’s coordinates and momenta,
the Hamiltonian is

HHO
n = p2/6m+ p2ρ/m+ 3p2λ/4m+mω2(r2ρ/4 + r2λ/3). (A7)

The eigenfunctions in terms of Jacobi’s coordinates reduce to the product of the wavefunctions of two independent
and isotropic harmonic oscillators times plane wavefunctions for the free motion of the center of mass. In particular,
the wavefunction for the ground state of the neutron with total conjugate momentum p is

Ψ0,s
n (R, rλ, rρ) =

e−ip·R
√
V

β3

33/4π3/2
e−β2r2λ/3e−β2r2ρ/4χs,
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with β =
√
mω, V being an infinite volume, and χs a unit two-component spinor. Using the above formula for

the calculation of ∆⟨Psf
kin⟩, integrating in R and rρ, getting back to the coordinates of the laboratory frame with

x̃ ≡ 2rλ/3Rn, and taking Rn = 2β−1
√

2/3π as the mean distance of the active quark to the center of the neutron, we

find out F (x̃) = (2/π)3/2e−2x̃2/π in the expression for Fn in Eq.(15). Note also that, for consistency with the actual
values of the mass and the radius of the neutron, ω ≈ 0.4m, which implies that excited states would be inconsistent
with the nonrelativistic assumption and thus are to be discarded.

Appendix B: Spin-flip procedure and EM momentum

It is mentioned in the article that a simple and realistic manner to invert the spin of the neutron in a coherent
manner is by means of a π-pulse with a radiofrequency (RF) field. Here, we detail the features of this field as well as
its action upon the neutron.

Let us consider a free neutron initially polarized along the −ẑ direction in the presence of an intense constant
magnetic field B0 = B0ẑ. To invert the spin, an additional magnetic field B1 is introduced which rotates at the
Larmor frequency ω0 = −γnB0 in the xy plane, with γn being the neutron gyromagnetic ratio, B1(t) = B1[cos (ω0t)x̂+
sin (ω0t)ŷ]. This field is circularly polarized around ẑ, and its strength B1 is much weaker than B0. The resultant
external EM vector potential can be written as

Aext =
B0

2
(−yx̂+ xŷ) +

B1

ω0
[cos (k0z − ω0t)x̂− sin (k0z − ω0t)ŷ], k0z → 0, (B1)

with photon density Nγ = B2
1/ω0. The coupling of these photons to the constituent/valence quarks is through the

Hamiltonian WEM . All in all that interaction simplifies toWEM ≈ −γnσ ·B/2, where σ applies to the two-component
spinor wavefunction of the neutron, α1|n ↑⟩+α2|n ↓⟩, |α1|2+ |α2|2 = 1, where the spin-flavour wavefunction of Eq.(10)
is [1]

|n ↓⟩ = 1√
18

[
|u ↓ d ↑ d ↓⟩+ |d ↓ d ↑ u ↓⟩+ |d ↑ d ↓ u ↓⟩+ |d ↑ u ↓ d ↓⟩+ |u ↓ d ↓ d ↑⟩+ |d ↓ u ↓ d ↑⟩

− 2(|u ↑ d ↓ d ↓⟩+ |d ↓ u ↑ d ↓⟩+ |d ↓ d ↓ u ↑⟩)
]
, (B2)

and likewise for |n ↑⟩ with all the spins reversed –the superscript 0 in the expression for |n0↑⟩ in the article refers to
the l = 0 ground state of the spatial wavefunctions. Further, replacing B in WEM with the classical expression of
B0 +B1 or using the quantum expression for B and the EM states containing the photons of the field B1 otherwise,
one can apply time-dependent perturbation theory and compute an effective Rabi (R) Hamiltonian for the interaction
between the RF field and the neutron. That is,

WR
EM ≈ −ω0

2
|n ↓⟩⟨n ↓ |+ ω0

2
|n ↑⟩⟨n ↑ |+−ω1

2
(|n ↓⟩⟨n ↑ |+ |n ↑⟩⟨n ↓ |), (B3)

where ω1 = −γnB1 is the Rabi frequency. This Hamiltonian accounts for an infinite number of interaction processes
involving multiple and alternate absorptions and re-emissions of photons of the field B1. Starting with the neutron
ground state |n0↓⟩ at the initial time t0 = 0, the neutron spin wavefunction reads, at a later time t,

|n0(t)⟩ = cos (ω1t/2)|n0↓⟩ − i sin (ω1t/2)e
−iω0t|n0↑⟩, (B4)

In turn, this makes the total neutron spin oscillate at frequency ω1,

⟨Sn(t)⟩ =
−1

2
[sin (ω1t) sin (ω0t)x̂− sin (ω1t) cos (ω0t)ŷ + cos (ω1t)ẑ] , (B5)

inverting its direction in a time interval π/ω1 and absorbing one of the photons of frequency ω0 and momentum k0ẑ.
Since the EM interaction is parity invariant, in the computation of ∆⟨Psf

kin⟩ along the spin-flip the transfer of EM
momentum takes place only through the absorption of an actual photon of frequency ω0,

⟨n0↓, Nγ |PA
⊥|n0↓, Nγ⟩ − ⟨n0↑, Nγ − 1|PA

⊥|n0↑, Nγ − 1⟩ = k0ẑ. (B6)

Typical values for ω0 in experiments range between 105 and 108 Hz, which corresponds to a variation of the neutron
velocity of the order of 10−10-10−7m/s, which is negligibly small in comparison to that provided by the virtual Z and
W-bosons
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Appendix C: Quantum perturbative calculation

As indicated in the article, the calculation of the right-hand-side of Eq.(11) for ∆⟨Psf
kin⟩ is performed in the frame-

work of time-dependent quantum perturbation theory in Schrödinger’s picture. Also, since the frequency of the spin
oscillations, ω1, is much smaller than any transition frequency and decay rate of the intermediate processes involved,
the calculation is adiabatic with respect to the spin dynamics. In good approximation, the transition frequencies
correspond to the bosons’ masses, MZ = 91.2 GeV, MW = 80.4 GeV, and their decay rates are ΓZ ≃ 2.5 GeV ,
ΓW ≃ 2.1GeV , satisfying MZ,W ≫ ΓW,Z ≫ ω1. Defining the non-perturbative Hamiltonian H0 as that made of the
neutron Hamiltonian, the Hamiltonians of the free boson fields and the effective Rabi Hamiltonian which causes the

oscillations of the neutron spin, H0 = HA
F +HZ

F +HW±

F +Hn+W
R
EM , the nonperturbative time-evolution propagator

is U0(τ) = exp (−iτ H0). At leading order in the perturbative potentials, Wnc and Wcc, the expectation values of
the longitudinal momenta of Z and W-bosons are computed at first order, while those of the transverse momenta are
computed at second order. These are, respectively,

⟨PZ,W
∥ (t)⟩ = 2Re⟨n0↓|U

†
0(t)P

Z,W
∥

∫ t

0

−i dτe−ΓZ,W (t−τ)/2U0(t− τ)Wnc,ccU0(τ)|n0↓⟩, (C1)

⟨PZ,W
⊥ (t)⟩ = ⟨n0↓|

∫ t

0

dτ ′e−ΓZ,W (t−τ ′)/2U†
0(τ

′)W †
nc,ccU

†
0(t− τ ′)PZ,W

⊥

×
∫ t

0

dτe−ΓZ,W (t−τ)/2U0(t− τ)Wnc,ccU0(τ)|n0↓⟩. (C2)

The variation of the kinetic momentum all along the spin-flip, ∆⟨Psf
kin⟩, comprises the difference between the evaluation

of the above equations for t → π/ω1 (i.e., for |n(π/ω1)⟩ = |n0↑⟩) and t → 0+ with tΓZ,W ≫ 1 (i.e., for |n(0)⟩ = |n0↓⟩).
The diagrams of Fig.1 depict two of the processes contributing to ⟨n0↑|PW

∥ |n0↑⟩ [(a)] and ⟨n0↑|PZ
⊥|n0↑⟩ [(b)]. Note that

a physically equivalent calculation consists of implementing the spin-flip process adiabatically. To do so it suffices to
replace in the above formulas the attenuating exponential factors e−ΓZ,W (t−τ)/2 with e−η(t−τ)/2, with η → 0+, and to
replace the initial time 0 with t0 → −∞ such that −ηt0 ≫ 1.

Appendix D: Calculation of ∆⟨Psf
kin⟩

The evaluation of Eq.(C1) at t = π/ω1 yields, in each case,

⟨n0↑|PZ
∥ |n

0
↑⟩ = −2Re

∑
I

〈
⟨n0↑|PZ

∥ |nI⟩⟨nI |Wnc|n0↑⟩
HZ

F + EI −mn − iΓZ/2

〉
, ⟨n0↑|PW

∥ |n0↑⟩ = −2Re
∑
I

〈
⟨n0↑|PW

∥ |pI⟩⟨pI |Wcc|n0↑⟩
HW

F + EI −mn − iΓW /2

〉
, (D1)

where the big brackets denote the expectation value of the boson field operators in the vacuum state. As for the
intermediate nucleon states, labeled with the script I, they are neutron states {|nI⟩} for ⟨PZ

∥ ⟩ and protons {|pI⟩} for

⟨PW
∥ ⟩, with energies EI . The terms EI −mn − iΓZ,W /2 in the denominators of Eq.(D1) are negligible, since they are

much less than the boson masses MZ,W . Next, it can be verified that, for the MIT-bag model, the overlap between
the spatial wavefunction of the ground state and those of excited states is small. On the other hand, in the HO model
the excited sates exceed the nonrelativistic limit. Hence, it suffices hereafter to consider only the spin-up ground
states of neutrons and protons in the sums over intermediate states, |n0↑⟩ and |p0↑⟩. Disregarding the irrelevant color
function, the wavefunction of the neutron is

Ψ0
n↑(r1, r2, r3) =

1√
18

[
ψu,+
1,−1(r1)ψ

d,−
1,−1(r2)ψ

d,+
1,−1(r3) + ψd,+

1,−1(r1)ψ
d,−
1,−1(r2)ψ

u,+
1,−1(r3) + ψd,−

1,−1(r1)ψ
d,+
1,−1(r2)ψ

u,+
1,−1(r3)

+ ψd,−
1,−1(r1)ψ

u,+
1,−1(r2)ψ

d,+
1,−1(r3) + ψu,+

1,−1(r1)ψ
d,+
1,−1(r2)ψ

d,−
1,−1(r3) + ψd,+

1,−1(r1)ψ
u,+
1,−1(r2)ψ

d,−
1,−1(r3) (D2)

− 2
(
ψu,−
1,−1(r1)ψ

d,+
1,−1(r2)ψ

d,+
1,−1(r3) + ψd,+

1,−1(r1)ψ
u,−
1,−1(r2)ψ

d,+
1,−1(r3) + ψd,+

1,−1(r1)ψ
d,+
1,−1(r2)ψ

u,−
1,−1(r3)

)]
,

and likewise for Ψ0
p↑ but for the exchange d↔ u. Taking all this into account, Eq.(D1) can be written as

⟨n0↑|PZ
∥ |n

0
↑⟩ =

−g
cos θW

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
PZ†

∥,I(x)
Z(y) · jInc(y)

HZ
F

〉
, (D3)

⟨n0↑|PW
∥ |n0↑⟩ = −

√
2g

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
PW±dagger

∥,I (x)
W∓(y) · jI(†)cc (y)

HW
F

〉
, (D4)
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where the transient momentum density vectors and currents are evaluated between the initial state |n0↑⟩ and |I⟩ =

{|n0↑⟩, |p0↑⟩} in each case,

PZdagger
∥,I (x) =

g

2 cos θW
j0,Inc,v(x) Z(x) =

g

2 cos θW
(guv + 2gdv)ψ

s†
1,−1(x)ψ

s′

1,−1(x)Z(x)δss′ , and (D5)

PW±dagger
∥,I (x) =

g√
2
j0,Icc,v(x)W

±(x) =
g

2
√
2
ψs†
1,−1(x)ψ

s′

1,−1(x)W
±(x)δss′ . (D6)

Note that the weak charge density factors are only vector-like (v), j0,Inc/cc,v, which are accompanied by delta functions

of spin conservation, and whose signs do not depend on the spin orientation. Using the nomenclature outlined for
the MIT-bag wavefunctions, |ψs

1,−1(x)|2 = F 2
1−1(x) +G2

1−1(x). As for the transient currents, they are axial currents
which also preserve the spin. Their only nonvanishing contributions come from their components along the neutron
spin, i.e., along ẑ,

ẑ · jInc(y) = −4gda − gua
3

ψ̄s′

1,−1(y)γ
3γ5ψ

s
1,−1(y)δss′ ,

ẑ · jI(†)cc (y) = −5

6
ψ̄s′

1,−1(y)γ
3γ5ψ

s
1,−1(y)δss′ . (D7)

These currents are the result of the addition of the contributions of each active quark with position vector y, whose
signs do depend on the spin orientation, + for ↑ and − for ↓, ψ̄s

1,−1(y)γ
3γ5ψ

s
1,−1(y) = F 2

1−1(y)+cos 2θyG
2
1−1(y)(δs+−

δs−) [25]. It is the prefactors of the above equations that account for the combination of the different quark spins and
weights of each of the components of |n0↑⟩ and |p0↑⟩. It is worth noting that the combination of transient vector-like
charges and transient axial-like currents is a consequence of the fact that the quarks’ wavefunctions have all the same
parity in Ψ0

n↑ and Ψ0
p↑. If they had different parity the combination would be axial-like charges with vector-like

currents instead –eg., for a transition between states with wavefunctions ψs
1,−1 and ψs

1,+1.
Writing now the quadratic vacuum fluctuations of the boson fields in terms of normal modes and replacing the field

Hamiltonian by their corresponding eigenvalues [3],〈
V †
µ (x)

1

HV
F

Vν(y)

〉
=

∫
d3q

(2π)3
e±iq·(x−y)

−2(EV
q )2

(
ηµν − qµqν

M2
V

)
, V = {Z,W±}, and ηµν being the Minkowski metric,

(D8)
and inserting the values for gu,dv,a [1] we arrive at

⟨n0↑|PZ
∥ |n

0
↑⟩ =

ẑ5g2

24 cos2 θW

∫
d3q

(2π)3

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

eiq·(x−y)
(
1 +

q2z
M2

Z

)
2(q2 +M2

Z)

× [F 2
1−1(x) +G2

1−1(x)][F
2
1−1(y) + cos 2θyG

2
1−1(y)], (D9)

⟨n0↑|PW
∥ |n0↑⟩ =

ẑ5g2

12

∫
d3q

(2π)3

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

eiq·(x−y)
(
1 +

q2z
M2

W

)
2(q2 +M2

W )

× [F 2
1−1(x) +G2

1−1(x)][F
2
1−1(y) + cos 2θyG

2
1−1(y)]. (D10)

Likewise, the evaluation of Eq.(C2) at t = π/ω1 yields

⟨n0↑|PZ
⊥|n0↑⟩ =

∑
I

〈
⟨n0↑|Wnc|nI⟩PZ

⊥⟨nI |Wnc|n0↑⟩
(HZ

F + EI −mn)2 + Γ2
Z

〉
, ⟨n0↑|PW

⊥ |n0↑⟩ =
∑
I

〈
⟨n0↑|Wcc|pI⟩PW

⊥ ⟨pI |Wcc|n0↑⟩
(HW

F + EI −mn)2 + Γ2
W

〉
, (D11)

which, restricting the sums over intermediate nucleon states to |nI⟩ = |n0↑⟩, |pI⟩ = |p0↑⟩ in either case, give

⟨n0↑|PZ
⊥|n0↑⟩ =

g2

2 cos2 θW

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
j0,Inc,v(x)Z0(x)

HZ
F

PZ
⊥
Z(y) · jInc(y)

HZ
F

〉
, (D12)

⟨n0↑|PW
⊥ |n0↑⟩ = g2

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

〈
j0,Icc,v(x)W

±
0 (x)

HW
F

PW
⊥

W∓(y) · jI(†)cc (y)

HW
F

〉
. (D13)
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Analogous steps to the ones taken for the longitudinal momenta lead to

⟨n0↑|PZ
⊥|n0↑⟩ =

−ẑ5g2

24 cos2 θW

∫
d3q

(2π)3

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

q2z e
iq·(x−y)

2M2
Z(q

2 +M2
Z)

× [F 2
1−1(x) +G2

1−1(x)][F
2
1−1(y) + cos 2θyG

2
1−1(y)], (D14)

⟨n0↑|PW
⊥ |n0↑⟩ =

−ẑ5g2

12

∫
d3q

(2π)3

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

q2z e
iq·(x−y)

2M2
W (q2 +M2

W )

× [F 2
1−1(x) +G2

1−1(x)][F
2
1−1(y) + cos 2θyG

2
1−1(y)], (D15)

By comparing Eqs.(D9) and (D10) with Eqs.(D14) and (D15) we note that the transverse momenta cancel out
identically with the second q-dependent terms of the longitudinal momenta. Finally, we calculate the remaining
integrals that account for the (self)interaction of the transient weak charges with the chiral currents, mediated by Z
and W-bosons. That is,∫

d3q

(2π)3

∫
d3x

∫
d3y

eiq·(x−y)

q2 +M2
V

M(x)N (y) =

∫
dx x2

∫
dy y2

2π

MV xy

[
e−MV |x−y| − e−MV (x+y)

]
M(x)N (y)

≃ 4π

MV

∫
dx x2M(x)N (x), V = {Z,W±}, (D16)

where in the last approximation we have made use of the fact that the integrals extend over a distance of the order
of the neutron radius, and Rn ≫ 1/MV . The insertion of this formula into Eqs.(D9), (D10), (D14) and (D15)
leads to the formula for Fn of Eq.(15). The numerical estimations were made there, for the MIT-bag model, with
F1−1(x) = j0(2.04 x/Rn), G1−1(x) = j1(2.04 x/Rn) and Rn = 1.1 fm.
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